A quantitative formulation is given of the X-ray diffraction determination of (elastic) lattice deformation in a direction determined by two angles ff and q~ with respect to the specimen frame: the so-called sin2ff method giving full credit now to crystallographic texture. In most cases of practical X-ray stress analysis, (residual) stresses are evaluated by the traditional sin2~, method using quasi-isotropic X-ray elastic constants depending on the lattice plane {hkl} chosen for the measurement but not on the directions q~ and ft. For the case of a textured specimen, however, the single-crystal elastic bitensor components should be coupled to the orientation distribution function (o.d.f.). At variance with most papers published on this subject, which describe the texture using ideal texture components, a general method is developed making full use of relevant o.d.f, theory. It is demonstrated that for orthorhombic specimen symmetry no ff splitting occurs in contrast with the case of monoclinic specimen symmetry. The theory developed is used to explain some experimental results published previously. All calculations use Reuss's theory of elasticity which neglects the mutual coupling of the crystallites.
Introduction
This paper deals with the X-ray determination of residual stresses in cubic materials whether cold deformed or not and exhibiting orthorhombic and monoclinic specimen symmetry. Orthorhombic specimen symmetry can be due to tensile deformation, rolling, extrusion, etc., whereas monoclinic specimen symmetry can originate from grinding, milling, wear, etc.
The determination of residual stresses in the surface of specimens is of considerable technological importance. A lot of work in the field has been done by D611e & Cohen (1980a) , D611e & Hauk (1978) , Cohen, D611e & James (1979) and Lode & Peiter (1980) . An excellent review article has been written by D611e (1979) . For the case of random specimens the follow-ing equation has found widespread use:
(e'zz) -d~,~ -do do = ½ S2(hkl)0.'psin2~k + Sl(hkl) [0.11 + 0"22 ] (1)
for the case that only all and 022 5~ 0. Here 0"q~ = 0"1 lCOS2~ 0 + 0"22sinEtp (la) d~,,p = measured lattice parameter in direction ~, tp
d o = measured lattice parameter in a stress-free specimen of the same material.
The definitions of the X-ray elastic constants Sl(hkl) and S2(hkt) read:
S 1 (hkl) = Sl122 -J¢-SoF(hkl) (4) ½S2(hkl)=$1111 -S1122-3SoF(hkl) (5) hEk 2 + hZl 2 + k212 F(hkl)-(h 2 + k2 + 12)2 (6) SO ~ 51111 --51122 --2S1212-
Note that, generally speaking, the X-ray elastic constants are the coefficients that should be multiplied by all relevant stress-tensor components in order to find the total elastic strain in the measuring direction ~k, q~. $1111, $1122 and $1212 are the well-known elements of the compliance tensor with respect to cubic crystal axes. Note that (4) and (5) represent X-ray elastic constants in the Reuss approximation. The mean lattice strain (e'z~) is measured in the Z direction of the measurement (L) frame (Fig. 2) . This axis is determined by the angles ff and ~0 with respect to the specimen frame. Equation (1) predicts that a plot of d~,~ vs sin2~ should be a straight line. In practice, however, deviations from linearity are often observed: (i) non-linear behaviour of (e'zz) vs sin2~,; (ii) splitting: different values of (e'~z) for -~ and + ~k (Fig. 1) .
In the literature attempts have been made to explain splitting assuming stress gradients (more specifically 0-13 and 0-23) in the surface layers of the specimen (D611e, Hauk & Neubauer, 1978; Cohen, D611e & James, 1979; Drlle & Hauk, 1979) . However, the equations of mechanical equilibrium require that at the surface of the specimen the following condition should hold: 0-13(Z)=0-23(Z) =0-33(z) =O for z=0.
Furthermore, if it is assumed that the stress-tensor components and the strain-tensor components only depend on z the following conditions should hold as well (Timoshenko & Goodier, 1970) : Even if there were any body forces present in the Z direction, this would only lead to a gradient in 0-33. Hence, from a theoretical point of view, it would be interesting to look for an explanation of the experimental data not taking into account gradients in the stress-tensor components 0-13 and o-23. Now it can be argued that under these assumptions in the case of orthorhombic specimen symmetry no ~ splitting can occur whereas any 'lower' specimen symmetry introduces the possibility of ¢ splitting. This line of thought was implicitly proposed by Drlle & Hauk (1978, p. 415 ) and more explicitly by van Baal (1982) . With reference to the symmetry of the problem it may be argued that 0-12=0 even in the layers below the surface. In that case (o-13 and 0-23 taken =0 as well) the reference frame of the principal stresses will always be coincident with the specimen symmetry axes. If the elastic bitensors for orthorhombic and monoclinic specimen symmetry (Nye, 1972) are taken into account, it is easily seen that in the orthorhombic case the reference frame of principal strains is coincident with the specimen symmetry axes in contrast with the monoclinic case (Penning, 1981) . Thus, in the latter case macroscopic shear strains el 3 occur. The fact that e13 ¢:0 now gives rise to ~k splitting (van Baal, 1983) . Furthermore, the explanation for the ¢ splitting given in the literature (D611e & Hauk, 1978; D611e & Cohen, 1980a; Peiter, 1976 ) that the reference frame of the principal stresses is tilted away from the specimen symmetry axes leads to the assumption of stress gradients as well because in that case o13 and 0-23 should be # 0 on the specimen reference frame. Still, at the surface 0-13, 0-23 as well as 0-33 should be equal to zero. Therefore, this line of thought will not be followed here. It is the purpose of this paper to present a full quantitative treatment of the phenomena mentioned above for the cases of orthorhombic and monoclinic specimen symmetries giving full credit to crystallographic texture. The resulting expressions will be applied to explain some experimental data published previously (Hauk, Krug & Vaessen, 1981; Drlle & Cohen, 1980a, b) .
In the treatment the following assumptions are made:
(1) The X-ray radiation used does not penetrate beyond the depth of the deformed surface layer.
(2) The texture is homogeneous over the penetration depth of the X-rays.
(3) The specimen principal directions (symmetry axes) are the principal directions of the residual stress tensor as well. After rolling these are RD, TD and ND, after grinding, milling, etc. one has SD, TD and ND ( Fig. 2) .
(4) Only 0-11 and 022 are taken to be -~0. This assumption leaves the existence of gradients in 0-11 and tr22 possible. In that case one measures a mean value of these stresses integrated over subsequent layers below the surface (D611e & Hauk, 1979) . Gradients in the stresses 0-13 and 0-23 are taken =0. The influence of a non-zero 0"33 in the layers below the surface will briefly be considered. It will be demonstrated here that available experimental evidence can be explained qualitatively without taking into account any shear stresses or 0-33"
(5) The model of elasticity formulated by Reuss (1929) is thought to be valid, i.e. stress continuity across the grain boundaries is assumed and (implicitly) there is no elastic coupling between the crystallites. It will be argued, however, that the analysis given can be easily extended to the Voigt (1928 ) or Kr6ner (1958 , 1967 models. Although the treatment given is applied in particular to b.c.c, crystals the analysis may be easily extended to f.c.c, crystals as well. The model of texture representation formulated by Bunge (1969, pp. 20-90) is used.
Definition of angles, reference frames and transformation matrices
Throughout this paper, as far as possible, the same notation will be used as was given in the paper by D611e & Hauk (1978) . In the specimen (P) frame the L 3 direction is determined by the angles ~ and tp (Fig. 2) . The rotation about the L3 axis of the measurement (L) frame is given by the angle tp2. The system of Euler angles is defined in accordance with Gelfand, Minlos & Shapiro (1963, p. 5) and Bunge (1969, pp. 20-90) . For the rotation gl which transforms the specimen (P) frame into the measurement (L) frame, gx = {q~ + n/2, ~k, fP2}, where q~2 can be chosen freely.
The associated transformation matrix now reads: 
The orientation of the crystal corresponding to diffracted intensity in the direction of L 3 for the hkl reflection is generated from the measurement (L) frame by means of rotation g2. If one defines the [hkl] direction in the crystal by means of the angles ~Pn and fin (Fig. 2 ) the rotation g2 can be put equal to 
For completeness it is emphasized that the row vectors in (8) and (11) frame in terms of the old one. For the strain in a single crystallite in the L 3 direction we now write t t t ezz = SzzijO 'ij, (12) where S'm,ij is the compliance tensor in terms of the measurement (L) frame and a'ij is the stress tensor in terms of the measurement (L) frame. The S'zzU may be computed from the single-crystal compliances using
S'zzij = CzmCznCioCjpSmnop
(where S'zzij = S'zzj~) = S1122 (~ij_l_ 2S1212(~3i(~3j_~t_ 2 SoCzkCikCjk. 
where the repeated suffix k indicates summation from 1 to 3 and So is given by (7).
The magnitude of the stresses a' o in terms of the stresses on the specimen (P) frame are given in Appendix I.
Texture representation using Bunge's method
For this section the reader is referred to Bunge (1969, p. 215) . Here the following items will be used: Cf v, Cf ° are, from pole-figure measurements, determined expansion coefficients of f(g); ~'V(g), ~'"(g) are generalized symmetrical spherical harmonics. These are invariant with resp..ect to crystal and specimen symmetry operations; A~ 'u are cubic symmetry coefficients given, for instance, by Bunge & Ehlert (1966) ; A; '~, A~" are orthorhombic and monoclinic specimen symmetry coefficients. These can be derived from The integration in (20) has to be carried out only for all those orientations having an (hkl) direction parallel to L 3. Applying an analogous reasoning as was given by Bunge (1969, p. 236 ) the integral in the denominator is found to be equal to 2rtPhu(~,tp), where ehkl(~l, q)) is the normalized (in terms of 'times random') X-ray diffracted intensity of the {hkl} pole figure measured in a direction determined by ~ and ~0. For a further evaluation of (20) the dependency of S'~z~j on tp~, ~0B and fB should be known. The necessary ' CxkCzk etc. are S~ij are given in (13). The needed 2 2 obtained from the inversion of matrix g2 [(11)] . Note that the matrix elements C~k of the inverted matrix g2 in (11) do not depend on the angle of integration. They are a function of cpB and fib only. Hence they can be expressed by Miller indices hkl. See D611e (1979, p. 496) . From this it follows that the S'~z~j and consequently the X-ray elastic constants explicitly depend on hkl.
Also the following is needed:
Here the well-known addition theorem has been used.
See, for instance, Gelfand et al. (1963, p. 89) . Further, it is mentioned that
P~C(x)=Jacobi polynomial as defined by Gelfand et al. (1963, p. 88) . Equation (21) has been written in accordance with orthorhombic specimen symmetry.
In the case of monoclinic specimen symmetry one has to use, of course, its monoclinic equivalent. For the orthorhombic case, (20) using (21) (24) 0 Note that both S'zz~j and tr~j depend on (P2 but (e'zz)
does not in (19) . Again, the integration is to be carried out with respect to tp~ only regarding those crystals having an (hkl) direction parallel to L 3. The summation over l is truncated in most cases at lmax = 22.
Check for the case of a random specimen
In the analysis given the case of a random specimen should be contained as a special case. In (20) the integrals over the o.d.f, vanish because f(g)-1 now.
Hence, one finds immediately 2n 1 f , , 
Assuming only o1, and o-22-¢0 and using (25) and Appendix I it is found, after elaboration,
where C=4k= CzkCzk (summation over repeated k) is invariant with respect to the permutation of hkl since
The Czk'S are just the elements of the third row of the inverted form of matrix g2 [(11)] . In other words, the C~k'S are the coordinates of the L 3 direction in terms of the crystal reference axes.
It is immediately seen that (30) is identical to (1).
Cubic invariancy
The direction of the hkl vector is determined by the angles ~0B and fiB with respect to the cubic axes ( Fig. 2 ). It can be argued that choosing another permutation of hkl is the equivalent of fixing different 'labels' to the cubic axes while the 'physical' orientation of the crystal remains the same. Hence, choosing a different permutation of hkl as a vector parallel to L 3 is the same as imposing a cubic symmetry operation upon an existing crystal reference frame. This is possible because the angle ~o~ remains free. If a cubic symmetry operation is carried out after the rotations g~ and g2 in (21) the value off(g) does not change. In a similar way it can be argued that the compliances S'=u (being physical quantities) do not change after such a cubic symmetry operation. Hence, it follows that even for the most general case of 48 equivalent <hkl) directions it is sufficient to treat only one specific [hkl] direction (the most convenient one) as a vector parallel to L 3.
For instance, it is found that in the case of the hkk reflection it is very advantageous to choose the [kkh] direction as a vector parallel to L 3. In that case fin = n/4 and since m is a multiple of 4 it is found now that in (24) only expressions like ! ATzu( -1)ra/aP?"( cOs (PB)
occur. It can be shown that (24) is subject to cubic invariancy as well. Thus, for the 211 reflection the [112] direction will be used and for the 310 reflection the most convenient choice is [031] or [013].
S'z=qfor 1=0
It can be shown, using the inverse of matrix g2 in (11), that generally speaking the S'z=u only depend on t r t t sin ~02, cos q~z, sin 2~o2 and cos 2~o~ as far as q92 is concerned. As a result, in the integral in (24) factors like fit.-1, 6,.2 occur (6k,t stands for the Kronecker delta). These factors lead to Jacobi polynomials like P2'"(cos ~,) or PT"-l(cos ~0B). However, these are not defined for l = 0. Hence, in the sequel dealing with (24) in two cases the term with /=0 will be separated. This looks like an 'isotropic' part. We have here C~"=A°"=A°"=P°.°= 1.
i t For S'zzx:,a'xx + Szzyyayy the term with l = 0 equals
For S'zzzz (being independent of q~) the series development is superfluous. It follows from (20) that S'== = S'=zz. Hence the contribution S'=zza'= to (19) can be obtained directly.
For S'zzxz, S'=zyz and S'~zxy it is seen from (II-4)-(II-6) that no ~0~-independent part occurs. Hence, in (24) the contribution for l = 0 is always equal to zero as far as these compliances are concerned.
In (24) all series evaluations can start with the lower bound l=4 because C~'V=0 and (32) has to be incorporated in the final result for (19).
(hkl) dependency of ~ splitting and non-linearity*
Texture dependency is determined by whether Stzzij [(13) , (14) and (20)] depends on ~o~ or not. If the S'=zu were independent of ~o~ the integrals on the o.d.f. cancel in (20) . Hence, in that case, S'zzu = S'zzu. It will be demonstrated that both non-linearity and ~ splitting can be explained by texture phenomena.
As far as ~ splitting is concerned one has to realize that if a negative ~, is operated on the diffractometer this cannot be accounted for in a straightforward manner in the present analysis. In this treatment the angle ~ is taken as an Euler angle [cf. (8) and (9)] and thus the angle ~ is only defined on the interval [0, n]. Hence, a negative value of ~ could (mathematically speaking) not occur. However, it can be shown now that a negative ~ on the diffractometer can be accounted for by taking the rotation gl equal to {tp + 3n/2,~,,q~2} in (8) and (9). This generates exactly the *The 321 b.c.c, reflection is not used very often as a measuring reflection and has therefore been neglected here. same orientation only now ~b is taken positive and so is sin ~b. Hence, the angle tp should only be substituted by tp + rc in the resulting equations for examination of the consequences of negative ~b.
The 200 and 222 reflections
These reflections may be used for the general case of the 2h00 and 2h2h2h reflections. 5.1.1. The 200 reflection. For this case, fiB "--krc/2; qJB= kn/2; k = 0(1)3 (for definition of angles see Fig. 2 (14) it follows that S'zzx~ = S'zz~x = Stzzyy = 51122; S'zzzz = 5tzzzz --(S1122 "~-251212 + So) and
If only o.ll and o.22 are taken =/=0 this transforms
Hence, only isotropic X-ray elastic constants occur for the 200 reflection. It is seen (by substituting q~ + x for q~) that no splitting can occur and the behaviour of (e'=) vs sin2@ will be linear. Note, however, that if o-13 and o.2a were taken as non-zero it follows using Appendix I that both @ splitting and non-linearity would still occur. 5.1.2. The 222 reflection. For this case it is found that fin = k x/4; k = 1(2)7 and q~B = arccos 3-1/2 or rff2 + arccos 3-1/2. For all crystallographic permutations 2 2 = 2 2 =l/3and of 222 one finds:
There is no (~2 dependency so (e'=) will not depend on texture and again 5'=u = S'=u. Then, from (14)
+ ½So) and S'=xy = S'=x, = S'=xr = 0. In a similar way as was used for (34) one finds here Only isotropic X-ray elastic constants occur for the 222 reflection. Again, it may be concluded that neither splitting nor non-linear behaviour occurs if only o"11 and 0-22 are taken 4=0. Note that if o.la and 0-23 were taken as non-zero it follows from Appendix I that qJ splitting and non-linear behaviour would still occur. CxkC=k =½ Cos2q~ or ½ sin2~02 . Now it follows from (14) and (20) With reference to § 4.2 for the complete treatment of this reflection the [011] vector is a convenient choice. In that case, q~8 = zt/4 and f18 = rt/2 and in (24) one has: e-"P"= 1. Now the two specimen-symmetry cases may be separately considered. where m is a multiple of 4;
Here N(l) = (l + 2)/2 and M(1) has been given by Bunge (1969, p. 33 
Note that in this equation the isotropic terms [analogous to (1)] are written first and the texture-dependent terms (where expressions ~"ORf"hkl and ooR~hkl occur) are written at the end. This will be done systematically in all relevant cases. Substitution of ~0+rr for ~0 in (37)-(39) shows immediately that no ~, splitting occurs in this case. Clearly, it follows from the last two terms of (39) that generally speaking non-linear behaviour of (e'zz> vs sin2$ occurs owing to the factors P~'2(~-l)(cos~,) +__ pi-j, 2(~-1)(cos qj). These are lth-degree polynomials in cos ~. Hence it depends on the magnitude of the o.d.f, expansion coefficients C~ '~ whether the Jacobi polynomials add 'higher-order' oscillations to the graph of <e'zz> vs sin2~, or not. It can be shown that choosing a different permutation of hkl does not change (39) although it does change the sums S(l,#,j,q~n, fln), the Jacobi polynomials P~"J(cos q~B) and the expressions for the S'zzq. Note that using the t t expressions for a'x:,, oy r and axy from Appendix I it follows that if o-13 and 0-23 are non-zero, there is still a possibility of ~ splitting in the orthorhombic case. Table 2 is used and, instead of n and v, s and a are used. Because monoclinic symmetry is 'lower' than orthorhombic symmetry one has more o.d.f, expansion coefficients here. For instance, for l = 4 there are three coefficients C~ 'v and five coefficients C~ '°. It should be understood that the C~ '° differ from the C~ 'v. The first are obtained from a cubic-monoclinic o.d.f., whereas the latter are obtained from a cubic-orthorhombic o.d.f. Still, the C~ '° are real quantities. This follows from the fact that the ~'~(g) [(18) ] may be chosen real and the fact that the o.d.f, itself has to be real as well. Although there are a lot of papers in the literature on the subject of cubic-orthorhombic o.d.f.'s (Bunge, 1969, pp. lll-127; Tobisch & Mficklich, 1974; Masson, Parni6re, Penelle & Pernot, 1973; Ruer & Baro, 1979; Roe, 1965) very little can be found on the subject of cubic-monoclinic o.d.f.'s. A treatment of some monoclinic pole figures is given by Williams (1962) , Zaalberg, Dautzenberg & Klostermann (1978) , Krause & Demirci (1978a) and Bunge (1971) .
Monoclinic specimen symmetry. Now
In close analogy with (37) and (38),
and
It is mentioned that for both orthorhombic and monoclinic symmetry the expressions for c,hu ehu "'OR, oMO, etc. become even more complex if one cannot choose the angle fib equal to ~z/4, 7r/2 or n. For the 110 reflection this is always possible, as was mentioned at the beginning of 5.2. In this case where [011] has been chosen fib is equal to re~2 so for (36) it is found that l S(l,p, 2, Tz/4, rc/2)= ~ ~'"P~"2(2-1/2). Substituting ~0 + rc for q~ in (40), (41) and (43) shows that for even a the sign is reversed in the last two terms of (43). Clearly, this leads to qJ splitting being predicted in the monoclinic-specimen-symmetry case. Obviously, for odd a the 'normal' orthorhombic behaviour, i.e. no ~, splitting, is predicted. As a general result it is concluded that ~, splitting occurs in the monoclinic case, whereas non-linear behaviour can be expected as well for the same reasons as mentioned in § 5.2.1. Note that the 110 reflection is a 'hybrid' case because the compliances S'=x~ and S'=y~ behave like those for the 200 and 222 reflections, where both linear behaviour and no ff splitting were predicted. Note that a ~k splitting could still be due to non-zero o-t3 and/or 0"23.
The 211 reflection
This reflection is used for the general case of the hkk reflection.
The most convenient choice for the vector parallel to L 3 is [1121. Hence, tpn = arccos(2/3) t/E and fin = re/4. Now it is found for ( 
where K'211 and r,21x should be used in the sense of ~OR x'~OR (37) and (38) and where j is equal to 1. Just like (39), (46) is independent of ¢P2 as required. For the total result for the 211 reflection one should add the first two terms of (39) to (45) 
Just as for the 1 l0 reflection it is concluded from (47) that for the orthorhombic case no ~ splitting is predicted. Note that for the 211 reflection the coeffi- 
Again, non-linear behaviour can be expected and it can be seen from (40) and (41) that ~b splitting is predicted now, substituting zr + ~0 for q~. Note that ~O splitting still could be due to non-zero a13 and/or O'E3.
The 310 reflection
This reflection is used for the general case of the hkO reflection.
The most convenient choice for the vector parallel to L 3 is [031] . In this case one has: q~n = arccos 10-1/2; fin = re/2 and the equivalent of (36) now reads +l S(l, la,j, arccos(lO-1/2),rc/2) = ~ ~TuPT"J(10-1/2). 
The same conclusions as were given for the 211 reflection in § 5.3.2 can be drawn. For the 310 reflection the same conclusions with regard to non-linearity and ~ splitting can be drawn as were given for the 211 reflection. The coefficients ¢31°/d' (-'31°Id' ~,oa ~,,~0,j) and "-'OR W, q~,j) are always real.
Some considerations concerning fc.c. crystals
A treatment analogous to that for the b.c.c, case can be applied. The results can be indicated as follows.
(i) The hhh and 2h00 reflections yield exactly the same formulae as have been given for the 222 and 200 b.c.c, reflections, respectively.
(ii) The case of the 2h2h0 f.c.c, reflections can be directly inferred from the formulae given for the 110 b.c.c, reflection.
(iii) The 311 and 331 reflections can be dealt with in the same way as the 211 b.c.c, reflection. One can choose here fin equal to re/4 as well. The constants differ, but for the rest the resulting expressions are analogous.
Note that the compliance tensor S~,ov for f.c.c. crystals [and as a consequence So in (7)] can differ strongly from the one for the b.c.c, case.
Considerations with reference to the shear stresses
0-12~ 0-13~ 0"23 and the normal stress 0"33
As has been indicated in § 5, ~k splitting and/or nonlinearity could be due to these stresses being non-zero for both the orthorhombic and the monoclinic specimen symmetry case. In this section restrictions on these stresses are obtained as a result of physical symmetry requirements. The influence of non-zero values for stresses escaping from these restrictions is discussed as well. For general treatment of the problem the 211 reflection is used.
Orthorhombic specimen symmetry
In this case the following physical requirements should be met:
<~'zz(~/, ~o)> = <~'=(~, r~-~o)> = <~'=(~,, r~ + ~0)>
= <e'z~(tp, 2zr -q~)>.
For these cases the corresponding texture functions C211 and ¢211 OR "OR are readily found.* It can be shown, taking all stress-tensor elements into account that (47) in this case reads: Again, the 'isotropic' terms [analogous to (1)] have been written first and the texture-dependent part (where expressions ~ORC' 211 and "OR¢211 occur) is written at the end.
From (50) and (51) 
Note that for r211 ¢211 = 0 (i.e. a random specimen) "-'OR = ~OR (51) reduces to (20) from the paper by D611e (1979) . Note that no findings on 0"33 are obtained.
Monoclinic specimen symmetry
<~'zz(~, ~o) > = <~'zz(~-J/,~ + 'p)>
For the expressions for "--MOt 211 and ~' MO¢211 the equations given in the previous footnote can be used after substituting the symbols MO for OR. From an expression analogous to (51) and using (48) it is found that 0"12 = 0"23 = 0.
No conclusions with respect to 0"13 and 0"33 are obtained.
Discussion
For the orthorhombic specimen symmetry case it seems very unlikely that a non-zero 033 could exist while 0"13 and 0"23 should be equal to zero. Gradients in 0"12,'~ 0"13 or 0"23 cannot occur and non-linearity or tNote that an orthorhombic specimen 'monoclinically' machined in a direction not coincident with a principal direction of symmetry would exhibit a non-zero a12-curvature in this case can be attributed to the influence of o.1! and o'22 in connection with texture phenomena. Gradients in 011 and 022 could occur.
For the monoclinic specimen symmetry case the ~O splitting cannot be attributed to a non-zero o-23 or a gradient in o'23. In view of the special features of a 'monoclinic' machining treatment (shearing of a surface layer in the machining direction), it could be imagined that a non-zero gradient in 013 exists. However, for both cases the point made in the introduction remains valid: a13(z)=az3(Z)=o.33(z)=O for z=0. If the components of the stress tensor and the strain tensor depend on z only, the gradients in a13 and o-z3 should satisfy the condition 00"13(Z ) 
0023(Z)
--------0.
Oz Oz
Furthermore, in the absence of body forces the gradient in o-33 with respect to z should be equal to zero then too, owing to the equations of mechanical equilibrium (Timoshenko & Goodier, 1970) . Hence, both ~ splitting and non-linearity should be explained using O-ll and 0"22 (or gradients in them) connected to texture phenomena.
Discussion of experimental data
7.1. ~ splitting 7.1.1. Orthorhombic specimen symmetry. Orthorhombic specimen symmetry can be found after rolling and also after axisymmetric deformation, simple tensile plastic deformation, extrusion, sheet or strip drawing, etc.
In agreement with the theoretical prediction @j 5.1, 5.2.1, 5.3.1 and 5.4.1), in this case no ~O splitting has been found in general (Hauk, Krug & Vaessen, 1981; D611e, 1979; James & Cohen, 1980; Cohen, D611e & James, 1979; Marion & Cohen, 1975 . Only the results shown by Hauk, Krug & Vaessen (1981) in their Fig. 11 display a ~p splitting after an orthorhombic deformation history (cold rolling+tensile plastic loading). In this case the specimen appears to be drawn up to near the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) point in the stress-strain diagram and it could have been possible that shear-band formation (Mathur & Backofen, 1973) disturbed the orthorhombic texture.
From the absence of ~p splitting in the general orthorhombic case the following can be concluded: Substituting ~o + ~z for q~ in (51) and because Phkl(~l, ¢p + re) = Phkl(~, tO) here, it is immediately found from the absence of ~ splitting for all q~ that o-13=o-23=0.
Hence, from the absence of ~, splitting no conclusions can be drawn other than those derived in § 6.1, where it was found that o.13, (723 and 0-12 should be equal to zero. No conclusion about 033 can be drawn. 7.1.2. Monoclinic specimen symmetry. This may be found after a shear-like deformation such as occurs in grinding, milling, wear, etc.
In agreement with the theoretical prediction (~ 5.2.2, 5.3.2 and 5.4.2) , qJ splitting is generally observed. It is fre.quently reported that the amount of splitting, A(e'z:), decreases with increasing ~0 (Hauk, Krug & Vaessen, 1981; D611e, Hauk & Neubauer, 1978; D611e & Cohen, 1980a; Cohen, D611e & James, 1979) . The expression 
Hence, for a quantitative treatment one is restricted to the situation for q)= re/2 but there the ~ splitting is reported to be small or negligible within the limits of accuracy. In that case 
<~'zz(-~,
From this, it is immediately found, using the monoclinic equivalent of(51) and (56)-(58), that a12 and o-23 should be equal to zero. This is not surprising because the situation is analogous to the one corresponding to (54) in § 6.2 where the same conclusion was reached. It is suggested by D611e, Hauk & Neubauer (1978) and D611e & Cohen (1980a) that their specimens were random even after the final treatment of milling and grinding. If this is true, it is found from the monoclinic equivalent of (51), using the 310 reflection employed by D611e et al. (1978) , that the amount of qJ splitting is (for (p = 0) Furthermore, it can be proven, using the monoclinic equivalent of (51), that for ~,=0, A<gzz>=0 for the textured case also. Thus, A<e'~z > would not depend on o11 (residual or applied). This is demonstrated by Fig. 2 from the paper by Krause & Jfihe (1980) and also to some extent by Fig. 6 from the paper by D611e, Hauk & Neubauer (1978) . Although no pole figures are given, both D611e (1982) and Hauk (1982) report that no significant textures were present after grinding their (steel) specimens. However, in that case one needs a residual o-13 to account for the ~ splitting as indicated by (60). But it has been shown in § 6.3 that neither o'13 nor gradients (with respect to Z) in 0"13 can occur. However, a totally different point of view is suggested by the following observations: In carbon steels, (~ + fl)-brass and (~ +//)-titanium it has been found by Hauk, Oudelhoven & Vaessen (1981) and Hauk (1982) that the plus and minus branches in the graphs of (e'zz) vs sinE0 are reversed for both (metallurgical) phases. This suggests that residual shear stresses 0"13 having opposite signs occur in both phases, whereas on a macro scale the residual 0"13 still could be equal to zero due to compensation. This point of view is supported by the experimental evidence given by D611e & Cohen (1980a) where absence of any ff splitting after grinding of Armco iron (no second phase) is reported.
Furthermore, Wakabayashi, Nakayama & Nagata (1977) found an increasing amount of ¢ splitting A(g=) with increasing carbon content in their steel specimens. This, however, could be due to increasing texture development in the ferrite. In addition to this, Wakabayashi et al. (1977) and Hauk (1982) report that for the 200 reflection measured for ground steel specimens ff splitting was observed. According to § 5.1.1 this can (within the context of the Reuss model) only be due to residual o13 whether there is any texture development or not. Again, this could only be possible if compensation due to a second phase were present.
Hence it cannot be excluded (with respect to the present 'state of the art') that on a micro scale residual stresses 0"13 could exist (not to be confused with residual microstresses, i.e. stresses associated with structural broadening). That grinding can be associated with a change of texture (however weak) may be seen from Figs. 4(a) to (d) from the paper by Hauk, Krug & Vaessen (1981) . Furthermore, it may be seen that in the case of rolling friction as indicated in the paper by Krause & Demirci (1978b) the development of the monoclinic texture is rather strong in steel. This should also be the case in Fig. 4 from the paper by Krause & J/ihe (1980) .
Since it is attempted here to deal with the possible influence of crystallographic texture on the ~ splitting the treatment will be restricted to texture dependency in all that follows.
It should be realized that using (40), (41) and (48) it follows that even a weak texture could contribute to the ff splitting because the (large) residual stresses 0"11 and o22 are coupled to the o.d.f, expansion coefficients.
Owing to texture, non-zero coefficients C] '', C6 ~'~, etc. occur. Hence, the texture functions f, hkl and ~hk! ~"MO ~'MO will be non-zero as well. Because they differ for both q9 and q~ + n [even 0-in (49) and (50)] the residual 0-11 and 0"22 can contribute to the ~, splitting (58) or the 310 equivalent of (58)]. Furthermore, all authors report values of the residual stresses 0-11 and a22 after grinding to be much larger than the residual stress al 3. Hence, generally speaking, the texture-dependent part of the 0-splitting problem should be explained using residual all and az2* in connection with the orientation distribution function. Consider, for instance, Figs. 4(a) and 6 from the paper by Hauk, Krug & Vaessen (1981) . It is seen that the monoclinic part of the texture after grinding is very small and subsequently the amount of ff splitting is very small. However, Figs. 4(c) and 9 from the same paper exhibit a texture with a stronger monoclinic part and subsequently the amount of ff splitting is larger. The reversal in ~ splitting behaviour when the direction of final grinding is reversed, as has been reported by DSlle & Cohen (1980a) and Cohen, DSlle & James (1979) , can be explained as follows: After a reversal of the final direction of grinding one finds the same physical properties in the direction (0, n + q~) as were found in the direction (~b, q~) before the reversal. Hence, for the situation with negative ~k after the reversal, one should substitute q~ + n + n for qg. This is, of course, equal to the situation with positive ~k before the reversal. Consequently, the entire situation with respect to ff splitting is reversed.
Note, however, that it follows from (51) using chkl__ ~hkl= 0 that if there were no texture the ob-MO --'aMO served reversal reported by D611e & Cohen (1980a) could also be explained using a residual o"13. Hence, nothing conclusive concerning this point can be said here and further experiments are needed.
7.2. Curvature in the graph of (e'zz) vs sin2~ 7.2.1. Orthorhombic specimen symmetry. There is an appreciable amount of experimental data for the case of cold-rolling (Hauk, Krug & Vaessen, 1981; James & Cohen, 1980; D611e & Cohen, 1980b; Marion & Cohen, 1975 displaying a strong curvature in the graph of (e'zz) vs sinEff/for ~0 = 0, whereas for ~0 = n/2 linear behaviour is found. Both these effects will be shown to be in agreement with theoretical predictions: In general, (47) predicts a non-linear behaviour in the presence of texture. Marion & Cohen (1975 showed that 'the oscillations (of e'zz vs sin2~) follow closely the variation in peak intensity due to texture'. Some useful attempts at explaining these nonlinearities using 'ideal orientations' may be found in the papers by DSlle & Hauk (1978) , D611e, Hauk & Zeegers (1978) , DSlle (1979) and DSlle & Cohen (1980b) . However, from the paper by Schl~ifer & Bunge (1974) it may be seen that the cold-rolling texture of *Gradients (with respect to z) in a~ and 022 cannot be excluded. They should be subject, however, to the compatibility conditions for the stresses, the conditions of equilibrium and Hooke's law.
iron or low-carbon steel consists of a whole 'orientation tube' in Euler space. Hence, it follows that ideal orientations cannot be used to explain the observed oscillations quantitatively. Instead, o.d.f, methods will be used in what follows.
Of course, using ideal orientations could perform quite well in the case of transformer steel sheet where only a few orientations occur.
The following two (general) kinds of oscillations may be distinguished: 'Normal' curvature,* e.g. for the 211 reflection, is found (for ~0 = 0):
(i) after cold-rolling of Armco or low-carbon steel specimens (Marion & Cohen, 1977; Drlle & Cohen, 1980b; Hauk, Krug & Vaessen, 1981) . Drlle & Cohen (1989b) report both 0"1~ and 0"22 to be compressive;
(ii) after tensile plastic loading of an annealed textured low-carbon steel specimen (Faninger & Hauk, 1976) . Here it may be argued that the developed residual stress oll (and perhaps 0.22) is compressive in view of the findings of Marion & Cohen (1977) . Hence, normal curvature (for the 211 reflection) seems to be connected with compressive 0.11 (and a22 ). 'Reversed' curvaturet (with reference to the foregoing) is found, for example, for the 211 reflection (for ~0 = 0):
(i) after tensile elastic loading of Armco specimens previously cold-rolled (Marion & Cohen, 1977) . With increasing elastic tensile load the normal curvature is reduced and subsequently reversed. Apparently, the compressive residual 0.11 is 'neutralized' by the applied 0.1~;
(ii) after tensile elastic loading of an annealed [i.e. stress-free, leading to a horizontal graph of (g=) vs sin2~b as also predicted by (47)-I textured specimen of low-carbon steel (Faninger & Hauk, 1976) . In this case only the applied load 0.11 could be non-zero. Hence, the reversed behaviour seems to be connected with tensile (residual or applied) elastic a~.
Note that for both the normal and reversed cases the texture is approximately the same because the cold-rolling texture is preserved after annealing at 723 K, whereas tensile plastic loading does not produce any significant texture development.
For the textured case (47) *This kind of curvature occurs for instance in Fig. 8 of the paper by Hauk, Krug & Vaessen (1981) .
"l'See Fig. 11 ofthe paper by Faninger & Hauk (1976) 
From (61) and (62) it is seen [-using (37) and the fact that the Jacobi polynomial P~C(qJ=0)=gb.c] that <gzz(0, 0)) = <Z'zz(0, n/2)), as required because the same diffracting lattice planes are irradiated. This can be shown to be true for all ¢ while qJ=0. In the experimental data this is not always encountered (Hauk, Krug & Vaessen, 1981) .
Owing to the complicated expressions for the chkl[,I, ORW, (P,J) in (37) no quantitative conclusion concerning curvature can be obtained but it is seen from (61) that changing the sign of all from compressive to tensile (due, for instance, to tensile elastic stress acting on a stress-free specimen or compensating a compressive residual stress) reverses the sign of the two 'anisotropic' (i.e. non-linear texture-depending) parts of (61) as well.
About the curvature itself the following can be said: in the texture functions phkl ~hkl "OR or and (38)] there appear coefficients like pj.2(,-1)(cos if) "4-P1 j'E(v-1)(COS I/t). Generally speaking, these behave like an lth-degree polynomial in cos ~. That these oscillations can be observed experimentally depends on the o.d.f, coefficients C~ '~'. Consider the 211 reflection and the cases of ¢=0 (strong curvature) and (p = n/2 (approximately linear behaviour). Equations (61) and (62) are used, hence only non-zero Oll and 0.22 are taken into account. From the curves of <g'zz) vs sin2¢ in Fig. 8 of the paper by Hauk, Krug & Vaessen (1981) and Fig. 15 of the paper by James & Cohen (1980) and Fig. 6 of the paper by D611e & Cohen (1980b) , it follows that the graph for ~p = 0 behaves like, say, sin 8~,, whereas for q~--n/2 the graph looks like a straight line with a negative first derivative with respect to sinEff. In all cases this derivative is negative for sin2~/, --0. Note that for compressive o11 and 022 the isotropic part of (61) yields a negative first derivative with respect to sinE~b in sin2~--0. Furthermore, numerical calculations show that the anisotropic parts of (61) should have a negative first derivative in sin2~=0 as well in order to account for the experimental data. It follows that the sum over v in hkl v 1 COR(~, 0,j) in (37) alternates due to the factor (-1) -, hkl whereas in CoR(d/,n/2,j) the alternating behaviour disappears. From experimental data (Schl/ifer & Bunge, 1974; Brakman, 1978) it is obtained that for 76% cold-rolled steel the most predominant o.d.f, coefficients are those with/=6 and 1= 12 (i.e. C~ '1 = +3"30, CA'z= -2,77 and C2~1=2.12, C2'22= +2.50), whereas the other coefficients (including C41'1, C4~.2 and C41"3) are relatively small. Hence, the most important o.d.f, coefficients alternate. In addition to this it can be shown that for l = 6 and v = 1 and v = 2 in the V-dependent parts of (61) and (62) As predicted [(48), § 5.3.2] , curvature in the graph of (e'zz> vs sin2~, is frequently observed in practice (D611e & Cohen, 1980a; Krause & Jfihe, 1976; D611e, Hauk & Neubauer, 1978) .
In general it can be expected that the coefficients 
Equation (63) yields the same value for all ~0 because for ~ = 0 the X-ray intensities P211 (0, ~0) have the same value for all ~o (centre of the pole figure) . This is in agreement with the experimental data found in the literature.
Final remarks
(i) In § 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 it has been argued that for the 2h2h2h and 2h00 b.c.c, reflections (and, implicitly, for the hhh and 2h00 f.c.c, reflections also) ~ splitting and non-linearity would occur if 0"13 and/or 0"23 were nonzero. In that case the non-linearity or the amount of splitting for any specimen would behave like sin 2~, as follows from (51).
(ii) The X-ray elastic constants R;s as defined by D611e (1979) or D611e & Hauk (1978) in the expression <d~z>= R;s0";j=(Fis(C/,q~,R~i)0"is (64) can be redefined using the present analysis. The coefficient Fij could be taken, for instance, from (47) and (48) . Note that the functions S (l,v,j, ~OB, flB) [(37) , (38) and (40), (41)-I need to be calculated only once for a given hkl reflection. The sums over l in these equations can be truncated for the technological materials under discussion at/max = 22 or even less, as experience shows (Bunge, 1969, p. 120 (iv) More accurate results can be obtained using for the elastic constants the mean of the Reuss and Voigt approximations (Hill, 1952) or applying the treatment due to Kr6ner (1958 Kr6ner ( , 1967 .
(v) It could be worthwhile to test the equations given using a material with So~-O. Then, it should become clear whether ~b splitting is due to texture or residual 0-13 because it follows from (for instance) (48) and (51) Elastically isotropic materials exhibit So = 0, whereas isotropic materials in the texture sense exhibit chkl ~hkZ=o (or their monoclinic counterparts). OR = L-~OR (vi) Owing to its inherent simplicity the case of axisymmetric deformation (wire-drawing or rodextrusion) may be very well suited to test the present analysis. For this special case of orthorhombic specimen symmetry it can be expected that 011=022 .
Also, the case of electrodeposited (e.g. chromium) or nitrided layers could be studied. A rotationally symmetric texture (with reference to the surface normal) and high internal stresses occur in most cases.
(vii) In the paper by Dietze & Leibfried (1963) the stress fields of single dislocations are treated.
Although 0"i3(z)=0 for z=0 gradients in 0"i3 with respect to z occur then. However, these stresses only operate on a micro scale and they can only contribute to line broadening. At least it is difficult to see how a 'macro' 0"13 could result from all 'micro' 0"13 contributions for the case of a textureless (D611e, Hauk & Neubauer, 1978; D611e & Cohen, 1980a; D611e, 1982; Hauk, 1982) specimen because then the dislocation distribution should be random also.
Conclusions
(i) From physical symmetry considerations only it follows that: (i) for orthorhombic specimen symmetry the residual stresses 0"12, 0"13 and 0"23 should be equal to zero; (ii) for monoclinic specimen symmetry the residual stresses 0"12 and 0"23 should be equal to zero. From elasticity theoretical considerations it follows that gradients of the residual stresses 0.13, 0.23 and 0.33 with respect to Z (direction of the surface normal) should be equal to zero for all kinds of specimen symmetry. A gradient with respect to Z in 0.33 can only occur in the presence of body forces. At the surface of the specimen these stresses themselves should be equal to zero and consequently they should be equal to zero everywhere in a specimen of which the dimensions in the X and Y directions are large as compared to the one in the Z direction. Gradients in 0.11 and 0"22 with respect to z can occur.
(2) Assuming only non-zero 0"11 and 0"22 a quantitative expression can be obtained for the relationship between the mean strain measured by means of X-ray diffraction in a direction determined by the angles qJ and q~ with reference to the specimen frame and the residual stresses present in the surface layers of a polycrystalline specimen of cubic material exhibiting a texture of orthorhombic or monoclinic symmetry. Results for both b.c.c, and f.c.c, crystal symmetry are derived and are summarized in Table 3 .
(3) Using non-zero 0"1 ~ and 0"22 only, the so-called qJ splitting reported in the literature (D611e, Hauk & Neubauer, 1978; Hauk, Krug & Vaessen, 1981; D611e & Cohen, 1980a ) can be explained qualitatively as a result of crystallographic texture. Even weak textures could contribute to the @ splitting because they are connected to the (relatively) large residual stresses o1~ and 0"22-The texture-dependent part of the ~, splitting can be taken into account quantitavely.
(4) In quite a number of eases @ splitting seems to originate from non-zero residual 0"13 (Wakabayashi, Nakayama & Nagata, 1977; Krause & Jfihe, 1980; Hauk, Oudelhoven & Vaessen, 1981; D611e, 1982; Hauk, 1982) . In these reports residual shear stresses 0"13 are shown to be very likely after grinding of materials consisting of two phases. The 0"13 (having opposite sign in both phases) on a macro scale still can be equal to zero due to compensation. At least ~O splitting cannot be due to texture only in these cases ( § 7.1.2) . Further experiments are needed to obtain a clear distinction between the texture explanation and the residual 0"13 explanation.
(5) Using a non-zero 0"11 and 0"22 only, a semiquantitative explanation can be given for the 'snakelike' curves found after heavy cold-rolling for the graph of the measured lattice strain vs sin2@ (Hauk, Krug & Vaessen, 1981; James & Cohen, 1980) in the case of ~o = 0. The absence of non-linearity for Table 3 . Predictions for the graph (e'zz) vs sin2@ following from the theory presented using non-zero alx and 022 only in connection with crystallographic texture occurring in the specimen as indicated in the headings The author wishes to express his gratitude to Dr Ir E. J. Mittemeijer for critically reading the manuscript and to Professor Dr Ir P. Penning for many stimulating discussions.
Professor Dr Dr h.c.H.J. Bunge, Dr H. D611e and Professor Dr V. Hauk have been most helpful in their constructive criticism.
APPENDIX I The stress tensor with reference to the measurement (L) frame
For the transformation from the specimen (P) frame into the measurement (L) frame use is made of matrix gl [(8)] . Because the orientation of the axis L 3 is prescribed by the angles ~ and q~, one parameter remains free to choose in fixing the orientation of the measurement (L) frame. This is the angle ~o2. Defining the stress tensor with reference to the specimen (P) frame as akl , the stress tensor with reference to the measurement (L) frame is 0.tij-'~-CikCjl0.kl , where summation should be carried out over the repeated indices and the C,,,,, are the elements of matrix gl [(8) ].
In the most general case one finds for 0.~ 
